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● grant-funded project called Developing a Framework for Measuring Reuse of 
Digital Objects. This project is looking to determine assessment practices and 
needs for digital repositories 
● #digreuse 
● Digital Library Federation’s Assessment Interest Group, or DLF-AIG, began 
studying current literature on the Use and Usability of Digital Libraries 
● authored a white paper that was released in 2015 summarizing findings using 
three umbrella terms: user and usability studies, return on investment, and 
content reuse 
● a number of articles written about users and usability of our digital library 
systems, but very little on how material is actually being used or how to evaluate 
the impact of digital collections 
● IMLS National Leadership Grant to study current assessment practices and use 
cases for developing a reuse assessment toolkit. 
● “use” is discovering and browsing objects in a digital repository, often assessed 
as “clicks” or “downloads,” without knowing the specific context for the use.  
Some examples are web analytics that capture metrics on initial access like 
Google Analytics or the metrics that are supplied by digital library systems. 
● “reuse” is how often and in what ways digital repository materials are utilized and 
repurposed, knowing the context of the use.  Examples would include the metrics 
of what and how often digital content is shared on social media, or analysis of 
image reuse using reverse image lookup technologies. 
● Project data: surveys, focus groups 
 
 
